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CHEMICAL systemsmay communicateby exchangeof common
speciesthrough masstransport. and such coupling may give rise
to dynamicalcomplexity beyondthat possiblein the independent
systemsl-S.We report here on dynamical behaviourarising from
the diffusivecoupling of chemicalspatiotemporalpatterns across
a membrane.Chemical wavesappearon Nation membranesthat
are loaded with ferroin catalyst and bathed in a mixture of the
reagentsof the Belousov-Zbabotinskyoscillatory reaction. The
waveson eachside of the membranecouple by diffusive transport
through the membrane.The coupling initially lives rise to the
spontaneous
appearanceof spiral waves,and subsequentbehaviour
revealsseveraldistinct phasesof evolution, ultimately leading to
completespatiotemporaleatrainment.
Figure la shows an image of regular wave behaviour on the
ferroin-ioaded Nation membrane; the three horizontal lines
correspondto grey-level profiles depicted in Fig. 2. Arcs defined
by the intersection of these lines with a particular wave allow

m 1 ~
wavespr~agati,. on the surf~ of a f~oaded
Nation
metrtK~ SUSf)ended
in a continlDJs-~w stirred-tn rea:tor (CSTR)(stirring rate ~r.p.m.)
pu~d
with Bek>usov-ZhMIooosky reaction mixture.
These Ijgita mages1.1.:J.6show the intensity of light (wavelength 500 nm)

transmitted ttwough a rnembr6.2 x4.7 Iywn. The three horizont~

0.18 mm in thidmess: feld of view is
IWIes correspond

to the grey-level

profileS

in fC. 2. ~t
concentrations in CSTR: [~rO3]=0.19M.
(~4]=
0.24M.lrn8cwIk: a:id]=1.9x10-2M.lferroin)=5.8X10-&M.
and [KBr]=
8.7 x 10-2 M; rea:tor residence ~
is 56.93 min; tefI1Ie"ature maintained
at 25.0:1:0.2 'C. ..Naf~n ~
loaded with ferrointo 16.7% c~acity.
g;ywc strq
COI4Iiing.The im*
was obtained 4.0 h after the reaction was
initiated. b. Nafkln loaded to 38.7% ~ity.
givirc ~
coupling. Image
obtMled 4.5 h after initiating the reactk>n. Note that the left-most spiral

sou~ is 8 spontaneOusthree-Nmedvortex.
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00. 2 Grey level as a functioo of distNlce for profies corresporKIing to the
three oorizonta lines in Fag.14 Each pixel represents 12.11J.n1.

calculation of the velocity normal to the front. Ptotsof wavefront
position as a function of time are highly linear (a nonnal velocity
of 0.163:i:O.OOlmm min-1 was calculated from Fig. 2 and subsequent profiles). Thesewavesare much like those exhibited in
thin films of Belousov-Zhabotinsky (BZ) solutions6-8,but with
shorter wavelengths and smaller propagation velocities.
The image in Fig. 1b shows a very different type of wave
behaviour. Although successiveimagesseemto suggestthat the
overall behaviour resultsfrom two setsof wave patternsevolving
relatively independently, closer inspection shows that the two
patterns are not independent. Their interaction is sufficiently
weak, however, for the features to remain much the same for
many hours.
The behaviour in Fig. Ib can be understood by considering
the characteristics of Nafion, a perftuorosulphonic acid
ionomer9.1o.Partial ionization of covalently bound sulphonic
acid groups gives rise to an overall net negative charge on the
membrane, and negative ions do not significantly penetrate the
resin matrix. The chemical-wave activity is therefore confined
to the membranesurfacebecausethe anion BrO; is an essential
reactant. Studies of BZ chemical waves on polystyrene cation-

exchange beads have clearly demonstrated that wave activity
occurs on the surfaceof the resin matrix II. Theseconsiderations
indicate that the waves in Fig. 1a also occur on both sides of
the membrane; here, however, it is apparent that the wave
activity is synchronized.The different behaviour in Fig. 1a and
b results from strong coupling across the membrane in a and
weak coupling in b.
The best candidate for the messengerspeciesthat mediates
the couplin~ is bromous acid, the essential autocatalyst of the
8Z reaction. 8romous acid is a neutral molecule in the acidic
reaction mixture and can diffuse readily through the membrane.
A critical factor in the effectivenessof the messengeris the
extent of ferroin loading: the entrained wavesin Fig. 1a occur
on a membranein which 16.7%of the cation-exchangesites are
occupied by ferroin; the relatively uncoupled waves in Fig. 1b
occur on a membrane loaded LO 38.7~o. Higher loading
apparently results in the interception of H8rO2 in an oxidationreduction reaction with ferroinl2, although other oxybromine
species, such as BrO2, might also serve as messengersand be
similarly intercepted. Alternatively, it is possible that the
diffusive transport of the messengerspeciesis simply impeded
by the bulky ferroin complex ions in the channels of the
membrane.
The images in Fig. 3 show a system in which the wave
behaviour is coupled over the course of many hours. Near the
beginning of the experiment(Fig. 3a), faint semicircular patterns
appear on each side of the membrane. The effects of crossmembrane coupling are clearly evident: spiral wavesare spontaneously initiated at crossingpoints of the superimposedwaves.
The complex pattern of strongly coupled waves in Fig. 3b
appears 1.0h later. The pattern evolvesto that shown in Fig. 3c
4.5 h later, with entrained but irregular behaviour displacing the
cross-hatched patterns. The image in Fig. 3d shows complete
entrainment and regular behaviour 31 h after initiation of the
reaction.
These results can be viewed as the spatiotemporal analogue
of coupled chemical oscillators4.s.In the strongly coupled system
(Fig. la), the waveson eachside of the membraneare entrained
throughout. With weaker coupling (Fig. 1b), the patterns
develop differently on each side of the membraneand seem at
first to be independent, but become gradually entrained over
long timescales(Fig. 3). Insights into the mechanismof entrainment may be obtained using a four-variable model based on
two diffusively coupled two-dimensional chemical-wave systems. We use a computationally efficient schemefor excitable

FKJ.3 Transition of spatiotef,..xX'a patterns from
u~
to entr8ine<t. concItions we the S8TIe
as in Fig. lb. a. Behaviour after 5.5 h; b, 6.5 h; c.
11.0 h; ~ 31.1 h. (The knage of the spira SOIKce
in d was t8<en at a location ~w to that of the
ewlier images.)
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media13,which mimics the fast-slow dynamicsof the BclousovZhabotinsky reaction14.Figure 4 showsone spiral on each side
of the model membrane,evolving from uncoupled in . to fully
entrained, although somewhat irregular, behaviour in c. An
identical calculation with slightly higher coupling strenph yields
the more ordered behaviour in d, dominated by a single
entrained spiral. Intermediate behaviour in b demonstratesthe
importance of relative wave orientation in the coupling, with
ray-like domains of relatively uncoupled behaviour, and of

partial and complete entrainment. The initially uncoupled
spirals exhibit slightly different rotational periods (in a ratio of
11: 12), and the higher-frequency spiral dominates throughout
the evolution. The period of the entrained spiral in Fig. 4d lies
between that of the initial spirals, reflecting the characteristics
ofboth systems.Theseresults indicate that the patterns observed
in the experimental caseresult from spirals with slightly different
frequencies on each side of the membrane. Other calculations
for rotational periods in the ratio 1: 2 show phase locking with

b

FKO.
4 Calculatedevolutionof spiral wavescoupledacross a rno.- ~brane.Open and filled circles show whereoxidzed catalyst is -.e 33'J(,
of its maximumconcentrationon eadl side of the menaane. ~ model
for two coupled two-dimensionalchemlc8-wavesystems is ~
00 a
generic schemefor excitablemediaJ.3:
au/at = f(u, v) + V2u,av/it= tfu, v).
where f(u. v)= E-1u(1- u)(u- Uth(v».g(u,v)=u - ~ anduth=(v+b)/a The
two schemes are <Iffusively coupled by a(u2 - uJ and a(u1 - u~.ms for

consta1t. DiffusK>n in the plof ~
across the membrane occurs only
for the fast varimle II, corresponding to bromous acid; there is no diffusion
of the slow vari8>ie v. corresponding to the fixed catalyst. a. Initially uncoupled spir8s. b. lnterKting waves after 2.000 iterations. c. Entrained waves
after 16,000 iterations. ~ WIth strqer
coupling: regular entrained spiral
after 16.000 it«ations. The tr~sverse coupling constant a =0.35 in 8-C

sides1 and2.respectively
of themerrtxane.
wherea is transvera~

for Ngher- and lower-frequency spirals. Grid: 200 x 200.

2.34

and0.45 in d. ~aneter values:8 =0.55. E =0.02 ~
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1 : 2 oscillations interspersedwith 1: 1behaviourand, at a slightly
different coupling strength, phase death4,where the wave patterns on one side of the membrane are completely extinguished
by those on the other side.
Cross-membrane coupling of spatiotemporal patterns provides a new configuration for investigating communication
between chemical systems.Transversegradients of messenger
species give rise to the spontaneous formation of spiral waves,
which govern the subsequent evolution of entrainment (which
includes the possibility of phase locking). Further studies of
such cross-membranecoupling may provide insights into intercellular communication and coupling of excitable media in
biological systemsIS.
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